Parker Solar Probe, Akatsuki and Earthbound observers give rare top-to surface
glimpse of Venus
21 September 2020
"The campaign has resulted in multiple, multi-level
observations right from the surface to the cloudtops and airglow phenomena, which have given us
unique insights into Venus's atmosphere," said
Ricardo Hueso, a former member of ESA's Venus
Express mission and coordinator of the amateur
participation. "The opportunity to observe Venus
with so many instruments and with such a large
collaboration means that we can enhance the
scientific value of these short visits by the Parker
Solar Probe and BepiColombo to Venus."
Venus is the brightest object we see in the nightAkatsuki observations of Venus at the time of the Parker sky aside from the Moon. Although it is the most
similar planet in size to the Earth, it is a radically
Solar Probe flyby. These observations sampled the
different world. Its thick atmosphere, composed
upper atmosphere at roughly 70 km altitude above the
surface. Credit: JAXA, Planet-C
mainly of the greenhouse gas, carbon dioxide,
keeps the surface at temperatures of 460 degrees
Celsius and pressures comparable to those found
at the depths of Earth's oceans. The upper
Observations of Venus by NASA's Parker Solar
atmosphere is home to multiple cloud layers, made
Probe, JAXA's Akatsuki mission and astronomers of sulphuric acid with traces of water, which move
around the world have given a rare cloud-top-toat hurricane-like speeds. Despite this hostile
surface glimpse of the Earth's neighboring planet. environment, the recent discovery of phosphine
The results are being presented this week at the
molecules in Venus atmosphere has reactivated
Europlanet Science Congress (EPSC) 2020, which speculation about the possible presence of 'aerial'
is taking place as a virtual meeting from 21
microbial life existing in the upper clouds of the
September-9 October.
planet. Spacecraft passing close to Venus as they
travel through the inner Solar System can gather
On 11 July 2020, the Parker Solar Probe, which is valuable data to help us understand the planet's
traveling to the inner Solar System to catch
properties and its evolution.
particles of the outer atmosphere of the Sun,
completed the third of a series of flybys of Venus.
From 19 June to 18 July, astronomers and
members of the Akatsuki science team joined
forces to support the probe's encounter through a
coordinated campaign of observations. The groundbased observations were contributed largely by
amateur astronomers. A similar campaign will be
carried out to support the flyby of Venus by ESA's
BepiColombo mission on 15 October 2020.
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telescopes was led by Javier Peralta, an astronomer
who has coordinated similar campaigns in support
of past missions. The amateur ground-based
support campaign was coordinated through the
Europlanet 2024 Research Infrastructure.

Selection of amateur observations of Venus before,
during and after the Parker Solar Probe flyby. These
observations sampled Venus atmosphere from the
surface to the upper clouds. These and many other
amateur images are available at the PVOL
database http://pvol2.ehu.eus. Credit: Emmanuel
Kardasis/Sebastian Voltmer/Phil Miles/Joaquin
Camarena/Luigi Morrone

During the campaign, the Parker Solar Probe
observed the nightside of the planet from the
surface to the upper atmosphere and Akatsuki
obtained data of the upper clouds. Back on Earth,
researchers used the Infrared Telescope Facility
(IRTF) in Hawaii and the Nordic Optical Telescope
(NOT) in La Palma to probe the deeper clouds of
Venus on the night-side of the planet. Additional
observations of the deeper clouds and Venus
surface were obtained at Pic du Midi in France.
Amateur astronomers observed the upper and
middle clouds in ultraviolet, violet and near infrared
wavelengths. Some amateur observers also
managed to observe the Venus surface through the
warm radiation escaping from the planet through
Venus's clouds.

Observations of Venus lower clouds in the night-side of
the planet. Images from NOT acquired by J. Peralta
(JAXA) and R. Baena (IAC). Images from IRTF acquired
by E. Young (SwRI). These observations sampled the
middle atmosphere at roughly 45-50 km altitude above
the surface. Credit: NOT/ NASA, IRTF

"It was a really exciting opportunity to have
researchers using the IRTF and NOT join forces
with amateur astronomers to observe Venus at the
same time as Parker and Akatsuki," said Dr.
Peralta. "These observations have also given us
the chance to monitor the evolution of a fastmoving, giant, longitudinal divide in the deeper
clouds of Venus that has been previously observed
between January and April 2020 by amateur
astronomers."

The global ground-based support from professional Observations continued and intensified throughout
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August, when Venus was best observed from the
Earth, and will culminate in October, when the
BepiColombo mission will flyby Venus on its
journey to Mercury.
"There are clear signs of changes over time in the
clouds of Venus if we compare observations by the
Venus Express mission in 2006-2014 with more
recent observations by Akatsuki since 2015. The
data obtained by amateur and professional
observers in these campaigns associated with
flybys this summer and autumn will extend our
knowledge of Venus weather and its variability,"
said Dr. Peralta.
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